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The Power of  
App Monitoring 
Increase positive outcomes by placing the 
tools individuals need to be successful and 
accountable in the palm of their hands. BI 
is proud to be at the forefront of adjusting 
the way electronic monitoring services 
are provided. Mobile communication is 
immediate, convenient, and time-saving 
for both officers and clients. 



BI Mobile Key Features
·  Pre-installed with BI 

SmartLINK, plus continuous 
location tracking and  
two-way calling

·  Ability to control device 
activity

·  Eliminates risk of GPS 
spoofing

·  Hassle-free setup
·  Provides a GPS solution  
for low-risk clients

·  24/7 customer and  
technical support

Specs
·  6.3” H x 3.0” W x 0.34” D
·  6.0” color, LCD touch screen
·  Weight (with battery): 4.9 oz.
·  Up to 100 hours battery life 

on a single charge
·  Approximately 200 hours of 
standby battery life

·  Bluetooth and Wi-Fi capable
·  LTE technology

BI SmartLINK  
Key Features
·  Tiered program options—

based on client risk/needs
·  Clients download app onto 

their smartphone 
·  Secure messaging, video 

conferencing, and push 
notifications help clients  
stay accountable

·  Least restrictive form of 
supervision technology

 
·  Biometric check-ins and 
customizable self-report

·  Interactive calendar and 
document sharing modules

·  Direct access to local 
resources

·  Use with a BI GPS, alcohol, 
or RF device for enhanced 
communication

BI SmartLINK® provides a secure platform for  
real-time communication between officers and clients.  
This affordable and easy-to-use app enables agencies 
to securely monitor, collect data, automate administrative 
work, and enhance compliance and accountability.

Developed specifically for community corrections,  
BI Mobile® alleviates challenges agencies and clients 
may face related to access to a phone. BI is the first 
and only EM provider to offer a mobile device that 
runs on a proprietary operating system for a high level 
of device security.

MOBILE MONITORING



Our Story
For more than 40 years, BI Incorporated has delivered 
innovative electronic monitoring technologies and 
services, offering a reliable, safe, and cost-effective 
way to monitor individuals as they live and work in 
the community. 

The BI Difference
Our continuum is backed by experienced customer 
support and training teams—unparalleled in the 
industry—and easy-to-use software that makes using 
our solutions a productive experience. 

Made in the USA 
BI proudly designs, engineers, and manufactures 
200,000+ electronic monitoring units annually in 
Colorado. We employ more than 1,200 professionals 
and our supply chain includes thousands of additional 
U.S. workers. 

Our Solutions 
BI has a long history of staying ahead of technological 
trends to meet evolving supervision needs. Areas of 
expertise include: 

·  Community supervision
·  Prison and jail overcrowding
·  Bail Reform and pretrial monitoring
·  Family law 
·  Progressive technology
·  Future-ready products

ABOUT BI



GPS TRACKING

Real-time Monitoring 
GPS tracking offers agencies actionable data and visualization 
abilities via Google Maps®. This technology enables individuals 
to work and live in the community while being monitored 
closely for curfews, movement, and more. 

BI LOC8® XT  
Key Features
·  Complete community coverage 

with GPS, Wi-Fi, and cellular 
location technology

·  Low-profile, curved ankle 
bracelet design

·  Robust tamper detection 
features

· LTE technology
·  Google Maps to build zones 
and track client movement

·  Over-the-air firmware updates
·  Power-saving beacon option

Bracelet Specs
·  2.5” H x 4.2” W x 1.6” D
· Weight: 6.1 oz.
·  Secure, non-removable battery
·  Up to 60 hours battery life on  
a single charge

·  Cordless charging in under  
two hours

BI VeriWatch™  
Key Features
·  Verifies client location and 

identity 
·  Biometric authentication and 

proximity tamper
·  Custom operating system to 

control device activity
·  Notifications and messages 
with client acknowledgment 

·  Convenient on-the-go 
charging

Wrist Worn Specs
·  2.25” H x 1.5” W x 0.75” D
· Weight: 2.3 oz.
·  GPS and Wi-Fi location 
tracking

· High frequency pursuit mode
·  Up to 16 hours battery life on 
a single charge; up to 24 hours 
when paired with transfer 
battery



BI HomeGuard® 20|20 
Key Features
· Compact design
·  Dual antennas for reliable 
connection

·  Advanced tamper and 
motion detection

·  Base station touch screen 
enhances officer/client 
communication

·  Enhanced security with GPS 
in base station

· LTE technology

Bracelet Specs
·  2.1” H x 2.9” W x 1.0” D
· Weight: 2.0 oz.
·  Minimum two years battery 
life

Base Station Specs
· 3.0” H x 6.5” W x 7.5” D
· Weight: 1.26 lbs.
·  3.5” color, LCD touch screen
· 48-hour backup battery
·  Stackable design improves 

agency inventory capacity

Enhanced Durability,  
Reliability, & Communication 

Radio frequency solutions are ideal for monitoring client compliance to 
curfews and other defined locations. BI products have been certified by Det 
Norske Veritas, one of the world’s most respected ISO certification bodies. 

Following an independent audit, certification was granted for product 
development, manufacturing, service, and monitoring center operations.

RF MONITORING



Drive Sobriety 
Alcohol monitoring supports an individual’s sobriety while undergoing 
community-based treatment. Courts and agencies also need effective 
compliance and curfew monitoring solutions for individuals with DUI or 
high-risk alcohol use histories. The BI breath alcohol and transdermal 
monitoring devices accurately test and drive client sobriety, and results 
are court admissible in drug courts, divorce courts, and custody cases.

BI SL3®  
Key Features
·  Pocket-sized portability 
·  Biometric facial comparison 

technology
·  Court admissible
·  Cellular and GPS 
technology

·  Near real-time BrAC results
· LTE technology
·  Scheduled and random 

testing keep clients on 
notice for sobriety

Specs
·   5.0” H x 2.9” W x 1.4” D
·  Weight: 8.7 oz.
·  Silicone case for durability 

and protection
·  Up to 72 hours battery life
·  Lithium-ion  
rechargeable battery

·  Sensor accuracy within  
.005 BrAC

BI TAD®  
Key Features
· Court admissible
·  24/7 transdermal alcohol 
detection

·  No client or back up  
testing needed

·  Built-in radio frequency 
monitoring

·  Base station touch screen 
enhances officer/client 
communication

· LTE technology

Bracelet Specs
·  3.4” H x 2.7” W x 2.0” D
· Weight: 8 oz.
·  Six months between 

calibrations
· Water-resistant

Base Station Specs
·  3.0” H x 6.5” W x 7.5” D
·  Weight: 1.26 lbs.
·  3.5” color, LCD touch screen
·  48-hour backup battery
·   Stackable design improves 

agency inventory capacity

ALCOHOL MONITORING



LTE Technology 
BI Stays Ahead of the Game

Long-Term Evolution (LTE) has changed the way 
the world connects—devices are faster, big data 
is more accessible, and service seems boundless. 
Technology is not slowing down, and neither 
are the BI engineers. BI continues to lead the 
community corrections field by diligently integrating 
LTE into its present and future products. 

Key Benefits 
·  Higher bandwidth/data speed compared to 3G
· Low latency/lower idle-to-active times
·  High spectrum efficiency provides a higher network 

capacity and improves cost efficiency
·  Backwards compatibility/future-proofing increases 

flexibility and lifespan
·  An all-IP network allows for easier integration and  

cost efficiency

When choosing an EM provider, agencies need 
cost-effective solutions that meet their current and 
future needs, and BI considers these needs on a 
daily basis. “One of our core research missions is to 
continually evaluate each new generation of wireless 
technology and understand how it can improve the 
products and services BI offers. As a result, we’ve 
engineered LOC8 XT and HomeGuard 20|20 to 
operate on both 4G and 5G networks, providing our 
public sector partners with the longevity on which 
they depend." – Joe Newell, Senior Director, BI Labs 
& Wireless Strategy



Manage Your Caseload 
Anytime, Anywhere 
Through actionable data, officers can effectively manage 
larger caseloads and more challenging clients. BI monitoring 
software is designed to make your job easier—quick 
caseload access and efficient management of clients, alerts, 
schedules, and more.

BI TotalAccess® 
Key Services
·  Advanced mapping through 

Google Maps to build 
custom zones and track 
client movement

·  A fully functional officer 
mobile app for case 
management on the go

·  Robust reports for client 
activity, caseload stats, and 
inventory status

·  Applied analytics to better 
understand client behavior 
and calculate potential risk

·  Integration tools to 
eliminate data gaps

·  Professional training offered 
weekly

MONITORING SOFTWARE



BI Agency Assist  
Key Services
·  24/7 live support
·  Contact documentation— 
a paperless data entry 
solution for officers to 
dictate and record notes 
while in the field

·  Scheduling—live specialists 
take client calls to verify, 
schedule, or amend 
appointments

·  Enhanced monitoring—
support specialists handle 
alerts and escalation to 
reduce officer alert flow

·  Client docs—upload, store, 
and access client records 
in one system to reduce 
paperwork and streamline 
record keeping

·  Automated services—using 
Interactive Voice Response 
(IVR) technology, clients 
can check-in, call in a leave 
or return, make contact 
updates, receive date 
reminders, and more

A True Staff Multiplier 
With growing caseloads, centralized data and streamlined case 

management are vital to keeping communities safe and officers efficient. 
Designed to increase agency coverage, the BI Agency Assist® services can 

relieve officers of up to 50% of their time spent on administrative tasks.

MONITORING SERVICES



Outstanding Support & 
Training
Our U.S.-based call centers help agencies of all sizes expand their 
impact on community safety and ensure that individuals meet the 
conditions of their release. We provide agencies with an array of 
monitoring services, and our staff collaborate daily with supervising 
officers, manage client questions, provide insightful reports, 
continuous training, and more. Our monitoring specialists undergo 
rigorous training and certification for all systems and procedures to 
manage alerts and calls for more than 1,000 agencies.

BI Monitoring Operations  
Key Services
·  24/7 live support  
·  Alert triage to reduce  

officer workload
·  Rapid response for  
officer questions

· Bilingual services
·  Single platform data 
management software

·  Expert training delivered 
through online classes, 
webinars, and on-site 
training



Proven Alternatives  
to Detention
BI technologies enable courts and correctional 
agencies to release individuals to community 
supervision where they can live their lives, 
support themselves and their families, and 
contribute to the community. In turn, with the 
support of these innovative tools, supervising 
officers better understand how a person is doing 
in the community, while ensuring conditions of 
release are met.


